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ABSTRACT
Using overlapping fields with space-based Hubble Space Telescope (HST) and ground-based Subaru
Telescope imaging we identify a population of blended galaxies that are blended to such a large
degree that they are detected as single objects in the ground-based monochromatic imaging, which
we label as ‘ambiguous blends’. For deep imaging data, such as the depth targeted with the Large
Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), the ambiguous blend population is both large (∼ 14%) and has
a distribution of ellipticities that is different from that of unblended objects in a way that will likely
be important for the weak lensing measurements. Most notably, for a limiting magnitude of i ∼ 27
we find that ambiguous blending results in a ∼14% increase in shear noise (or ∼ 12% decrease in
the effective projected number density of lensed galaxies; neff) due to 1) larger intrinsic ellipticity
dispersion, 2) a scaling with the galaxy number density Ngal that is shallower than 1/
√
Ngal. For
the LSST Gold Sample (i < 25.3) there is a ∼ 7% increase in shear noise (or ∼ 7% decrease in neff).
More importantly than these increases in the shear noise, we find that the ellipticity distribution of
ambiguous blends has an RMS 13% larger than that of non-blended galaxies. Given the need of future
weak lensing surveys to constrain the ellipticity distribution of galaxies to better than a percent in
order to mitigate cosmic shear multiplicative biases, the different ellipticity distribution of ambiguous
blends could be a dominant systematic if unaccounted for.
Subject headings: cosmology: miscellaneous — galaxies: general — gravitational lensing: weak
1. INTRODUCTION
Object blending becomes progressively worse as the
projected surface number density of objects (n) in a field
increases. Because future optical surveys, such as the
Large Synoptic Survey Telescope3 (LSST) with a lim-
iting r-band magnitude of ∼ 27.5, will be several mag-
nitudes deeper than preceding surveys, we expect that
statistical and systematic errors associated with object
blending will increase. Chang et al. (2013) used simu-
lations to confirm that the fraction of blended objects
in optical surveys will increase as surveys probe fainter
limiting magnitudes and they estimated the increase in
shear noise under the assumption that these objects will
be rejected from shear analyses. However, some objects
will be blended to such a degree that they will be de-
tected as a single object and cannot be rejected. We
term these ambiguous blends and they will be the focus
of this paper.
Object blending is a function of the point spread func-
tion (PSF), object projected separation (θ), object sur-
face brightness profiles, pixel noise background level, and
object number surface density (n). The degree to which
objects are blended is a continuum. However we find it
valuable to define three discrete classes of blends. We
define ambiguous blends as two or more blended objects
that overlap to such a degree that they are detected as a
single object, conspicuous blends as two or more blended
objects that overlap significantly but are detected as in-
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dividual objects, and innocuous blends as two or more
objects that may overlap in the outer periphery of their
isophotes but to such a small degree that the overlap
has no significant effect on the inferred properties of the
objects.
In optical astronomy most existing work has been con-
cerned with the detection and treatment of conspicuous
blends (e.g., Beard et al. 1990; Bertin & Arnouts 1996,
and references therein). For weak lensing, existing stud-
ies have been limited to considering how the surface num-
ber density of galaxies is decreased after removing con-
spicuous blends from the sample and the resulting impact
on the lensing signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (e.g., Miller et
al. 2013; Chang et al. 2013). In other fields of astron-
omy (e.g., infrared, sub-mm, radio) ambiguous blending
has been studied extensively under the topic of confu-
sion limit, which is approached when the source density
of detected objects per beam (or full-width-half-max) ap-
proaches ∼ 1/30 (Scheuer 1957; Condon 1974). Most of
these studies are concerned with the associated number
and flux count uncertainties (e.g. Oliver et al. 1997), al-
though Hogg (2001) considered astrometric uncertainties
related to confusion errors. There have been similar con-
fusion limit studies in the optical that have found that
the blue extragalactic background is 29 mag arcsec−2
(Tyson 1995); as the limiting magnitude of surveys ap-
proach this limit the effects of ambiguous blending will
become larger. The lack of studies on the effects of am-
biguous blending in optical surveys can largely be at-
tributed to the fact that previous surveys were operating
at limiting magnitudes much brighter than the optical
confusion limit where other statistical errors (e.g., shape
noise) dominated the statistical and systematic errors re-
lated to ambiguous blends, which were also smaller due
to the relatively small object number densities.
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While ambiguous blending related issues are tied to
conspicuous blending related issues, many aspects of each
can be tackled separately. For example, they will each
have different data reduction demands and introduce dif-
ferent systematic errors. In this article we will focus on
ambiguous blending related issues because of the concern
that many ambiguous blends may go undetected by stan-
dard source extraction and deblending algorithms. We
will consider all other objects ‘non-blends’.
Ambiguous blending can be expected to act as both
an additional source of noise and as well as bias for weak
gravitational lensing measurements. As we will show,
ambiguous blending will increase the shear variance both
by decreasing the number of objects that can be used to
average down the weak lensing shape noise (i.e. noise due
to the intrinsic ellipticity of galaxies), and by contribut-
ing more to the shape noise than non-blended galaxies
due to the larger scale parameter (i.e. dispersion) of the
ambiguous blend ellipticity distribution. If the ambigu-
ous blend population has an ellipticity distribution dif-
ferent than than that of the non-blended population (it
does as we will show in §3), and this distribution remains
uncharacterized, then it can lead to a multiplicative shear
bias (Hoekstra et al. 2015; Bruderer et al. 2015). This
is true for model based shape measurement approaches
(e.g., Bernstein & Armstrong 2014; Miller et al. 2013)
where it take the form of “model-fitting bias” (Voigt &
Bridle 2010; Bernstein 2010) due to imperfect knowledge
of the unlensed galaxy shapes, as well as approaches that
measure the moments of galaxy images (e.g. the com-
monly used KSB method Kaiser et al. 1995) where the
multiplicative biases cannot be correctly calibrated with-
out accurate knowledge of the ellipticity distribution (Vi-
ola et al. 2014). Hoekstra et al. (2015) investigated a
range of multiplicative biases associated with weak lens-
ing shape measurements as well as their ability to es-
timate and calibrate these bases and found that, “the
dominant uncertainty in our bias estimate arises from
the uncertainty in the ellipticity distribution.” Viola et
al. (2014) forecast that the ellipticity distribution disper-
sion (or scale parameter) will need to be known with a
precision of ∼ 0.3 percent for future weak lensing sur-
veys.
In this paper we use overlapping Subaru SuprimeCam
and HST ACS observations to measure the growth in
the fraction of ambiguous blends as a function of sur-
vey limiting magnitude and show that the ellipticity dis-
tribution of ambiguously blended objects (as seen from
the ground) is different from that of the remaining ob-
jects (§2 & 3), show how these results can be under-
stood by considering three fundamental concepts related
to blending (§4), derive the functional dependence of
shear noise estimates on ambiguous blending (§5.1), and
for a given blended population quantify the increase in
the shape noise (i.e., shot noise associated with averaging
random galaxy shapes with a given ellipticity dispersion)
associated with future LSST weak lensing measurements
(§5.2).
In what follows it will be important to realize the dis-
tinction between different definitions of number density.
From a theoretical standpoint it is most convenient to
consider the raw surface number density, n, defined at
the limiting surface brightness of the survey. This is
similar to what might be observed from a space-based
Table 1
Specified SExtractor de-blending parameters
Parameter Specification
DEBLEND NTHRESH 8
DEBLEND MINCONT 0.008
FILTER gauss 2.0 5x5.conv
CLEAN PARAM 1.2
BACK SIZE 128
survey, and can be several times larger than the number
density observed from the ground, nobs. While blending
will affect various subsamples differently, it makes most
sense to work with n rather than the number density
of a particular subsample (e.g. the LSST Gold Sample,
i < 25.3) since objects within the subsample will likely be
blended with objects outside the subsample (e.g. i > 25.3
objects).
2. METHOD OF INVESTIGATING AMBIGUOUS
BLENDING WITH OVERLAPPING GROUND AND
SPACE BASED OBSERVATIONS
We utilize fields with overlapping Subaru:SuprimeCam
and HST:ACS coverage to test our theoretical expecta-
tion that ambiguously blended objects will have an ellip-
ticity distribution with preferentially larger ellipticities
than the ellipticity distribution of non-blended galaxies,
and quantify the effect of these blends on the shear noise.
Since the HST PSF is approximately one order of magni-
tude smaller than the Subaru PSF it enables us to iden-
tify ambiguous blends in the Subaru catalog.
2.1. Data
We use existing lensing-quality Subaru and HST im-
age data for the Musket Ball Cluster field (see Dawson
et al. 2012, for data and reduction related details). The
Subaru data has 0.72′′ seeing, which is close to the ex-
pected mean seeing of future ground based lensing survey
telescopes (e.g. 0.7′′ for LSST; LSST Science Collabora-
tion et al. 2009). After applying quality cuts based on
shape error (0 < δe < 0.3) and magnitude error (< 0.2),
there remain 2356 objects, or ∼ 100 objects per arcmin2,
within the approximate HST field of view. The limiting
i-band magnitude is ∼ 27. The HST catalog contains
4637 objects, or ∼ 200 objects per arcmin2, after ap-
plying quality cuts based on shape (|e| < 0.9), shape
error (0 < δe < 0.3), size (flux radius > 1.2 pixels), and
magnitude error (< 0.2). The limiting F814W magni-
tude is ∼ 28, and we exclude any objects fainter than
27. The HST PSF (0.1′′) is approximately one order of
magnitude smaller than the Subaru seeing enabling us to
resolve blended objects. We summarize the de-blending
relevant SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) parameter
specifications used for both datasets in Table 1. We use
the ellipticity definition, |e| ≡ (a−b)/(a+b), where a and
b are the ellipse major and minor axes, respectively. Note
that this definition varies slightly from Eqn. 11, however
the general conclusions of §4.4 will remain unchanged.
Compared with both of the GOODS fields (Giavalisco
et al. 2004) we estimate that the fraction of ambiguous
blends in the Musket Ball Cluster data is ∼1.3 times
greater than the field.
2.2. Blend Identification
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Our objective for this work is to divide the Subaru ob-
jects into blend (i.e. ambiguous blend) and non-blend
(i.e. remaining) samples. For each Subaru object we
match the closest HST object within a 2′′ radius. These
HST objects are defined as primary matches. For each
HST object not classed as a primary match, we identify
the corresponding Subaru object with the least effective
separation,
θeffij =
θij
Ξσ(σi + σj)
, (1)
where θij is the separation of the of HST object i and
Subaru object j, σi is the size of the HST object after
convolution with a Gaussian kernel representative of the
Subaru image seeing, σj is the size of the Subaru object
as measured in the Subaru image, and Ξσ is a normal-
izing scale factor. When θeffij < 1 the two objects are
separated by less than Ξσ times the total size of the ob-
jects, and the Subaru object j is flagged as a potential
blend. Based on visual inspection we find that Ξσ = 1
sets a reasonable criteria for identifying nearly all am-
biguous blends, with minor non-blend contamination (see
§3 for details). Finally we visually inspect all Subaru ob-
jects flagged as potential blends to increase the purity of
our blended sample. We include side-by-side Subaru and
HST images of all visually inspected ambiguous blends
in Appendix A.
3. OBSERVED AMBIGUOUS BLEND POPULATION
PROPERTIES
In this section we use to ambiguous blend catalog from
§2 to estimate the fraction of ambiguous blends as a func-
tion of a survey’s limiting magnitude (§3.1), and compare
the ellipticity distribution of the ambiguous blend popu-
lation with that of the non-blend population (§3.2).
3.1. Fraction of Ambiguous Blends
The automated detection scheme (§2.2) identifies 18%
of the total number of Subaru objects as being part of
ambiguous blends. After visual inspection of these ob-
jects in the HST imaging, we confirm that 79% (341) are
actually ambiguous blends, or 14% of the total Subaru
objects. Most of the false blend detections come from
the periphery of the HST field, where there are fewer ex-
posures in the HST images due to dithering, resulting in
artifacts such as cosmic rays and noise fluctuations be-
ing detected as galaxies. The next largest class of false
blend detections come from objects being improperly seg-
mented during the HST reduction, such as face on spiral
galaxies with pockets of bright star formation.
By examining the ambiguous blends relative to the
HST catalog we are able to estimate a number of ambigu-
ous blend properties. We find that each Subaru ambigu-
ous blend is on average composed of 2.4 HST detected
objects. This is a heavy tailed distribution though and
∼ 75% of the blends are composed of just two objects.
By ordering the HST objects from brightest to faintest
we are able to explore how various ambiguous blend and
non-blend quantities vary as a function of a survey’s lim-
iting raw number density n, see Figure 1. This is done
by progressively stepping through the ordered HST cata-
log and considering correspondingly matched Subaru ob-
jects, in this manner a Subaru object transitions from
non-blend to blend once two matched HST objects are
encountered. As can be seen from the dark blue curve
in the top panel of Figure 1, we find that the surface
number density of ambiguously blended objects (nB) in-
creases rapidly as a function of the total raw surface num-
ber density (n) of observed objects and is well fit by a
power law,
nB ≈ 2.3n3.15 × 10−6, (2)
which we plot as a dashed light blue curve in the top
panel of Figure 1.
3.2. Ellipticity Distribution of Ambiguous Blends
In Figure 2 we compare the ellipticity distributions
of ambiguously blended galaxies and non-blended galax-
ies. We find that the ambiguous blend populations has
a broader distribution of ellipticities with a root mean
square (RMS) of 0.34 versus 0.30 for that of the non-
blended galaxies. Since histograms are inexact, in Figure
3 we show a Q-Q plot to quantify the statistically signifi-
cant difference between the blended and non-blended el-
lipticity distributions. We estimate credible intervals for
the quantiles in Figure 3 based on 1000 bootstrap realiza-
tions of each population. We find that the ellipticity dis-
tributions of the ambiguous blend and non-blend galaxy
populations are different with greater than 5σ statistical
significance.
4. FUNDAMENTALS OF AMBIGUOUS BLENDING
The findings of §3 that ambiguous blends will com-
prise a larger fraction of objects as optical surveys achieve
fainter limiting magnitudes and that ambiguous blends
will have an ellipticity distribution with larger scale pa-
rameter (i.e. more spread out) than that of non-blended
galaxies can be understood by just considering three fun-
damental relations: 1) pairs of galaxies are distributed
such that it is more likely to find galaxies with larger
separations (§4.1), 2) the probability that two objects
will be identified as distinct is zero when their projected
separation is zero and remains zero as the separation of
the two objects increases up to the point where a de-
blending threshold is satisfied (§4.2), and 3) the elliptic-
ity of a pair of objects, which is related to the intensity
moments of the two dimensional flux distribution, will
increase as the separation (i.e. moment arm) between
those objects increases (§4.4). Given relations (1) and
(2), ambiguous blends will be composed of objects with
preferentially larger separations up to some debelending
threshold (§4.3). Coupled with relation (3), an ensemble
of ambiguously blended pairs of objects will have pref-
erentially larger ellipticities than an ensemble of similar
isolated objects. So despite the complex parameter space
in which blending occurs, the expectation that ambigu-
ous blends will have an ellipticity distribution with larger
scale parameter than that of non-blended galaxies can be
understood by just considering the nature of blending as
a function of the the two-point projected angular separa-
tion θ and the projected surface density of objects n. We
present the supportive details of this rational in the re-
mainder of this section, however readers concerned with
the effect of ambiguous blends on weak lensing measure-
ments can continue to §5 without loss of continuity.
4.1. The Projected Distribution of Galaxies
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Figure 1. Top panel : the cumulative number of ambiguously
blended objects per arcmin2 (nB) in the ground based Subaru ob-
servations as a function of the corresponding number density of
underlying objects observed by HST (n), ordered from brightest
to faintest (for F814W < 27). (Recall from §1 that n is different
than the number density of a subsample or that observed from
the ground.) The faint end slope (corresponding to larger n) is
steeper due to these galaxies being lower signal to noise and thus
more likely to contribute to an ambiguous blend, see discussion in
§4. The light dashed blue line shows the best fit power law 2.3e-
6×n3.15. Middle panel : The number density of ambiguous blends
(blue curve) and remaining objects (green curve) relative to the
total number density of HST objects. The Blend and Non-blend
curves do not sum to give the dashed black curve since at least
two objects are required to make a single ambiguous blend. Bot-
tom panel : Fraction of Subaru detected objects that are verified
ambiguous blends. Compare with Figure 8 of Chang et al. (2013).
The probability of finding a pair of galaxies centered in
volume elements dV1 and dV2 with separation r is (e.g.,
Peebles 1993),
dPpair,3D = n
2
3D [1 + ξ (r/r0)] dV1dV2, (3)
where the two point correlation function is,
ξ = (r/r0)
−γ
, (4)
ei
d
p
d
e
i
Ambiguous Blend
Non blend
Figure 2. Histograms of the galaxy ellipticity component mag-
nitude as measured from the ground (Subaru). The ambiguous
blend ellipticity distribution (thick blue line) is slightly more vari-
able, with σSN,B = 0.34, than the ellipticity distribution of the
remainder of the objects (thin green line) with σSN,NB = 0.30.
Figure 3. A Q–Q plot (thick blue curve) of the galaxy ellip-
ticity component magnitude |ei|, as measured from the ground
(Subaru), for the ambiguous blend population vs. the remaining
population. The thin blue curves show the 68% deviations based
on 1000 bootstrap realizations of the two populations (overlapping
green curves). The composite green curves very nearly represent
the 3σ confidence region. Deviation from the 1:1 dashed line shows
that the ambiguous blend population has a significantly different
ellipticity distribution than the remaining galaxies.
γ ≈ 1.9 (Zehavi et al. 2011), and r0 is the characteristic
clustering length. This can be expressed in terms of sep-
arations along (r‖) and perpendicular (r⊥) to the line of
sight,
dPpair,3D = n
2
3D
[
1 + ξ
(
r⊥, r‖
)]
2pir⊥dr⊥dr‖. (5)
However for blending we are interested in the projected
distribution of galaxies after integrating along the line of
sight dimension
dPpair ≡ n2 [1 + ω (θ)] 2piθdθ, (6)
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where θ is the angular separation of the pair of objects on
the sky, and the projected angular correlation function
is,
ω = (θ/θ0)
−β
, (7)
θ0 is a characteristic angular separation, and β = γ−1 ≈
0.9. Thus the probability of encountering a pair of galax-
ies with separation θ increases approximately linearly
with θ,
dPpair ∝∼ n22piθdθ, (8)
4.2. The Ability to Detect Blends as a Function of
Projected Separation
The dominant astronomical source extraction methods
for at least the past 38 years all share the basic funda-
mental approach to blend detection (or deblending; see
Beard et al. 1990; Bertin & Arnouts 1996). After defin-
ing some contiguous region of pixels above a given pixel
count threshold, the local maxima (or peaks) in the re-
gion are identified. Then the decision of whether to con-
sider these peaks as the locations of blended objects is a
Boolean function related to the depth of the saddle point
between two peaks (d in Figure 4) relative to a given
threshold. Some methods are a direction function of d
(e.g., Jarvis & Tyson 1981) and others can be expressed
as dependent variables of d. For example, SExtractor
(Bertin & Arnouts 1996) uses a Boolean function where
the integrated pixel intensity of each peak above the sad-
dle point (see shaded area of Figure 4) is required to be
greater than a certain fraction of the total intensity of
the composite object for it to be considered a blend of
two objects. Regardless of the exact dependence on d all
blend identification algorithms share key common traits:
1) When d = 0 the probability of identifying the two
objects as a blend (dPdetect blend = 0) will be zero, 2) it
will remain zero until d increases to the point that a user
defined threshold is met and the objects will be identi-
fied as a blend (dPdetect blend = 1). For all Sersic profiles,
d will increase as the projected separation θ of the two
galaxies increases. Thus the probability of identifying
two objects as a blend can be expressed as a Heaviside
step function of the projected separation,
dPdetect blend = H (θ − θT ) , (9)
where θ is the projected separation of the two objects,
and θT is the projected separation when d has increased
to the point that the user defined threshold has been
crossed and the objects are classified as distinct.
4.3. Probability of an Ambiguously Blended Pair as a
Function of Separation and Projected Density
Given the probability of encountering a pair of galaxies
with projected separation θ (Equation 8) and the ability
to disambiguate the pair given that separation (Equa-
tion 9) the probability of observing a pair of ambiguously
blended objects is,
dPamb. blended pair∝dPpair [1− dPdetect blend]
∝∼n22piθ [1−H (θ − θT )] dθ. (10)
The key feature of this probability distribution is that
it is zero at rij = 0 and increases linearly with slope
n2 until a blend detection threshold is reached; see for
µi µj
A
d
θij
Figure 4. Diagram of two blended galaxies with projected surface
brightness profiles (green dash and dot-dash curves), located at µi
and µj . The combined surface brightness profile (blue curve) has a
trough depth d. The shaded blue region represents the integrated
intensity of each peak above the saddle point which is compared
to the total intensity of the composite object when SExtractor de-
termines whether the composite object is to be considered a blend
of two objects (i.e., whether the composite object is an ambiguous
or a conspicuous blend).
example the black curve of Figure 5. Variable galaxy
and noise properties will smooth out the peak of the
dPamb. blended pair distribution but the general features of
a peak offset from zero and Pr(rij = 0) = 0 will remain.
Similarly these general features are insensitive to the spe-
cific deblend threshold. Jarvis et al. (1982) have shown
that θT varies by less than 5′′ for an ensemble of galaxies
over the magnitude range 19 ≤ J ≤ 24.
4.4. Ellipticity as a Function of Pair Separation
The standard ellipticity estimator is defined in terms
of the pixel intensity quadrupole moments Qkl of the
two-dimensional flux distribution F (x),
|e|2 ≡ (Q11 −Q22)
2
+Q212
(Q11 +Q22)
2 , (11)
where moments are defined as,
Qkl ≡
∫ ∫
dx1 dx2 xkxl F (x) (12)
(see e.g., Bridle et al. 2009). Thus as the separation
between two galaxies increases (e.g., in dimension 1)
the corresponding quadrupole moment in that dimen-
sion (Q11) will increase, and the composite ellipticity
will increase, eventually asymptotically approaching 1
for separations of order the size of the galaxies and
larger. We derive this mathematically in Appendix B.
The same behavior has been demonstrated with image
simulations (see Figure 3 of Jarvis et al. 1982). As
noted in §4.3 ambiguously blended galaxies will prefer-
entially have larger projected separations, thus they will
have preferentially larger ellipticities compared to iso-
lated non-blended galaxies.
5. EFFECT OF AMBIGUOUS BLENDS ON SHEAR NOISE
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0
Angular Separation, θ
0
1
P
ro
b
ab
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y
dPamb. blended pair
1−dPdetect blend
dPpair
Figure 5. Diagram of the probability distributions involved in
determining the ellipticity distribution of ambiguous blends as a
function of the galaxy pair angular separation, θ. The probability
of there being a pair of galaxies with a given separation (linear
green dot-dash curve) joined with the probability of being unable
to detect the pair as blended (blue dash curve), results in proba-
bility density function for ambiguous blends comprised of galaxies
with specified properties throughout the survey. As the ambiguous
blend detection threshold θT is increased (decreased) the location
of the step-function will transition to larger (smaller) θ.
Building on the fundamentals of ambiguous blending
(§4) we derive the functional dependence of shear noise
on ambiguous blending (§5.1). Then we use this with the
measurements of §3 to quantify the effect of ambiguous
blending on the shear noise (§5.2).
5.1. Dependence of Shear Noise on Ambiguous Blending
In this section we demonstrate why ambiguous blends
increase shear noise, and derive an expression that will
quantify the increase in shear noise for a given survey
number density of galaxies. In this sub-section we make
the following assumptions:
1. cosmic shear is estimated as the weighted mean
shear γˆ of a sample of galaxies,
2. shape measurement noise (σ2m,i; i.e. the uncertainty
associated with ellipticity measurement of any one
object i) is approximately the same for blended and
non-blended galaxies,
3. the composite objects of an ambiguous blend have
been sheared by equal amounts.
With assumption (2), we will disregard shape measure-
ment noise in the remainder of this sub-section. Assump-
tion (3) disregards potential noise and bias resulting from
the blended objects at different redshifts being sheared
by different amounts due to the geometric lensing kernel.
While we believe this is a critical issue deserving of future
investigation, we consider it important to first elucidate
the noise effects of blending for the optimistic scenario
where composite source galaxies of an ambiguous blend
have been sheared by equal amounts.
With assumption (1), the shear noise can be defined
as,
σˆ2γ =
σ2SN
neff
, (13)
where σ2SN is the intrinsic galaxy shape noise (i.e. the
variance of the ellipticity distribution), and neff is the
effective number density of galaxies used in the shear
measurement (see e.g., Chang et al. 2013; Jee et al. 2014),
neff =
1
Ω
Nobs∑
i=1
σ2SN
σ2SN + σ
2
m,i
, (14)
where Nobs is the number of galaxies as observed from
the ground, Ω is the area of the surveyed sky, and σ2m,i
is the shape measurement uncertainty of galaxy i. With
assumption (2),
neff =
Nobs
Ω
σ2SN
σ2SN + σ
2
m
, (15)
where Nobs/Ω is the projected galaxy number density as
observed from the ground (nobs). Then
σˆ2γ =
σ2SN
nobs
+
σ2m
nobs
. (16)
Under assumption (2), the second term of Equation
16 remains unchanged regardless of the fraction of am-
biguous blends. Furthermore, for most galaxies the
shape measurement noise is typically sub-dominant to
the shape noise (e.g., in the Subaru:SuprimeCam data
that will be discussed in §2, σ˜m = 0.07 while σSN ≈ 0.3).
In what follows we drop the shape measurement noise
term for the sake of simplicity. We can expand Eqn. (16)
in terms of the separate shape noises of the blended and
un-blended populations,
σˆ2γ ≈
nBσ
2
SN,B + nNBσ
2
SN,NB
(nB + nNB)
2 , (17)
where we now account for the ambiguous blend popula-
tion (B) and the remaining ‘non-blend’ population (NB)
properties, the sum of which account for the number den-
sity of observed galaxies nobs.
Ambiguous blending will cause an increase in the shear
noise by: 1) increasing σ2SN, due to σ
2
SN,B being greater
than σ2SN,NB, and 2) decreasing nobs since multiple ob-
jects make up a single blend. To quantify the effects
of these contributions we first define β to be the aver-
age number of composite objects per ambiguous blend.
Thus,
nNB ≡ n− βnB, (18)
where again n is the raw unblended number density of
objects for a given limiting magnitude. Following the
rationale of Section 4.3, the number density of ambiguous
blends nB is expected to be proportional to some power
of the total raw number density of observable objects,
nB ≡ νnα. (19)
In the limit that n times the average object area is  1,
then the confusion limit has been reached and both ν
and α→ 1. In the limit that n times the average object
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area  1 (as will be the case for most upcoming ground
based optical surveys) the number density of blends is
proportional to the sum of the blending probabilities for
each pair of galaxies,
nB ∝
∫
dPamb. blended pair, (20)
where dPamb. blended pair ∝ n2 as in Equation 10. Thus,
when n is far from the confusion limit, the index α from
Equation 19 will tend to be ≥ 2. It can be greater than 2
in part due to clustering, but to a larger degree it is be-
cause dPdetect blend is a function of the deblending thresh-
old that is usually defined with respect to the pixel level
background. The number of low SNR galaxies increases
as the limiting magnitude increases because the number
density is observed to scale as n ∼ 100.31(m−20) (Beck-
with et al. 2006; Tyson 1988), where m is the limiting ap-
parent z850 magnitude of the survey. Because it is more
difficult to detect blends of low SNR objects, we should
expect larger blend fractions with increasing survey lim-
iting magnitude. Therefore α should be an increasing
function of survey limiting magnitude until it levels off
near the confusion limit.
Collecting Equations 17, 18, and 19, the shear variance
including a sub-population of blended galaxies becomes,
σˆ2γ ≈
[(
1− βνnα−1)σ2SN,NB + νnα−1σ2SN,B]
n [1− νnα−1 (β − 1)]2 . (21)
Both β and σ2SN,B are functions of the threshold defining
when objects are classified as distinct or blendend. In §3
we fit for the values of β, ν, and α, showing the blend
fraction nB is well-described by the power-law model in
Equation 19. Equation 21 then provides a new model
for the shear variance that can be used in cosmic shear
analyses of surveys with non-negligible blending.
5.2. Quantifying the Effect of Ambiguous Blending on
Shear Noise
By using the observed fraction of ambiguous blends in
the Subaru image relative to the HST image (§3.1) we are
able to estimate the α, β, and ν parameters discussed in
§4. We find that β ≈ 2.4, meaning each Subaru ambigu-
ous blend is on average composed of 2.4 HST detected
objects. Fitting a power law to the nB curve of Figure 1
we find that ν=(2.3±0.07)×10−6 and α = 3.15 ± 0.007,
with Σνα = −4.9× 10−10.
Referring to Equation 21, and given the α, β, and ν
parameter estimates as well as the RMS ellipticity of the
blended and non-blended populations (§3.2) we find that
blending results in a shear noise increase of ∼14%. This
is equivalent to a 12% decrease in the effective number
density of galaxies neff . Recall from §5 that a number of
optimistic assumptions have been made in this estimate
so it should be considered a lower limit on the expected
shear noise increase due to ambiguous blending.
We now consider the sample of Subaru galaxies which
would qualify as the LSST Gold Sample (i < 25.3), since
these are what will eventually be used for the primary
cosmic shear measurements (LSST Science Collabora-
tion et al. 2009; LSST Dark Energy Science Collabora-
tion 2012). While we only use galaxies with i < 25.3
to estimate the ambiguous blend and non-blend popula-
tion properties, we consider all galaxies (i . 27, which is
approximately the LSST limiting magnitude) when de-
termining which of the i < 25.3 galaxies are ambiguous
blends. We still find that the blend and non-blend el-
lipticity distributions are significantly different in a Q-Q
plot, however we find that the RMS ellipticity of the
blended populations reduces from 0.34 to 0.32 for the
Gold Sample compared to the full depth sample. Below
|ei| ∼ 0.5 the blend distribution looks nearly identical
to that in Figure 2, however above |ei| ∼ 0.5 there is
almost no difference between the blend and non-blend
population. For this subsample we find that ambiguous
blending results in a shear noise increase of ∼ 7% versus
a sample without ambiguous blends, which is equivalent
to a 7% decrease in the effective number density of galax-
ies. This suggests that, upon further investigation, the
blending related shear noise metric in Equation 21 could
be coupled with other lensing quality metrics to deter-
mine an optimal LSST Gold Sample.
6. SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that, despite the complex parameter
space of object blending, the expectation that ambigu-
ously blended objects will have a significantly different
ellipticity distribution from that of non-blended objects
can be understood simply by considering the functional
dependence of ambiguous blends on the projected sepa-
ration of objects (§4). Using similar rationale we have
shown that the number density of ambiguous blends is
expected to be proportional to some power of the to-
tal raw projected number density of objects (Equation
19) with power ≥ 2. We have also formulated how the
variance of standard shear estimators will be affected by
ambiguous blends (Equation 21) and have shown that it
will increase both due to the reduction of the observed
number density as well as the increase in the shape noise
(i.e., from larger ellipticity distribution variance) relative
to the non-blended population.
We use overlapping Subaru SuprimeCam and HST
ACS observations to empirically confirm these expec-
tations and quantify the parameters of the ambiguous
blend formalism (α, β, ν; see §5) for upcoming ground
based surveys such as LSST. We find that 14% of the ob-
jects in the ground based imaging are ambiguous blends,
and that these objects have a larger RMS ellipticity
distribution compared to the non-blended objects, 0.34
vs. 0.3. We find that the number density of ambiguously
blended objects increases rapidly as a function of the to-
tal raw number density of observed objects,
nB ≈ 2.3n3.15 × 10−6. (22)
We also find that, on average, ambiguous blends are com-
posed of 2.4 objects (i.e. β = 2.4). However, this is a
heavy-tailed distribution and ∼ 75% of the ambiguous
blends are composed of just two objects. So it seems an
appropriate approximation for future ambiguous blend-
ing studies to first focus on two-object blends.
Given our parameter estimates we find that for a sur-
vey with a limiting magnitude of i ∼ 27, ambiguous
blending will result in a ∼ 14% increase in shear noise
(or ∼ 12% decrease in neff). If just a sub-sample of these
galaxies are considered (i < 25.3, representative of the
LSST Gold Sample) then there is a ∼ 7% increase in
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shear noise (or 7% decrease in neff). Thus, even when
we optimistically ignore the systematic biases associated
with ambiguous blending, it will have a non-negligible
impact on the power of future weak lensing surveys.
While the increase in shear noise due to ambiguous
blends is non-negligible, our findings indicate that a more
serious problem is the multiplicative shear bias associ-
ated with ambiguous blends. A we discussed in §1, uncer-
tainty in the ellipticity distribution of lensed galaxies can
be the largest source of multiplicative bias in weak lens-
ing measurements (Hoekstra et al. 2015), and it is fore-
cast that the ellipticity distribution will need to be known
with a precision of ∼ 3% for future weak lensing surveys
(Viola et al. 2014). Given our finding that ambiguous
blends have a significantly different and 13% larger RMS
ellipticity distribution compared to non-blended objects,
suggests that ambiguous blends could result in a limit-
ing systematic bias for future ground based weak lensing
surveys if improperly accounted for. For example, if an
ellipticity distribution were used that failed to account
for ambiguous blends and assumed that all observed ob-
jects were non-blends (as might be the case if the elliptic-
ity distribution were measured from space-based obser-
vations), then the simulations of Hoekstra et al. (2015)
combined with our results show that the residual mul-
tiplicative bias after calibration could be ∼ 0.02, which
is an order of magnitude larger than the requirements of
future surveys (Mandelbaum et al. 2015).
The majority of existing studies related to blending
have focused on deblending conspicuous blends (e.g.,
Beard et al. 1990; Bertin & Arnouts 1996, and refer-
ences therein) or assessing the impact of excluding those
objects from the analyses (e.g., Chang et al. 2013). How-
ever, our findings suggest that the little studied subject
of ambiguous blending is a potentially more important
consideration for future surveys than conspicuous blends.
In the interest of advancing future studies of ambigu-
ous blending we highlight some of the limitations of this
study:
• We have only directly considered the impact of am-
biguous blending on the weak gravitational lens-
ing shear variance. As we noted in §1, ambiguous
blending will also introduce a number of biases for
gravitational shear measurements, as well as im-
pact a wide range of other astrophysical and cos-
mological measurements.
• Our study surveys a field containing a galaxy clus-
ter. We estimate that the fraction of ambiguous
blends in this field is ∼ 1.3 times greater than the
average over randomly chosen areas of the sky.
• We have only considered a single empirical 0.72′′
seeing. Both the fraction and ellipticity distribu-
tion of ambiguous blends will vary as a function
of seeing. It is worth considering the possibility of
using optimal seeing (∼ 0.5′′) images from a multi-
epoch survey to identify some of the ambiguous
blends in the full multi-epoch stack.
• We have only considered a monochromatic detec-
tion band. It is likely that a multi-band photo-
metric detection scheme will help identify a sub-
population of ambiguous blends which are com-
posed of different color objects.
• We have not considered how the effective shear re-
sponsivity (see e.g., Bridle et al. 2009) distribution
of ambiguously blended objects will differ from that
of non-blended objects.
• We have used SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996)
to identify objects. A source extraction algorithm
trained to the possibility of ambiguous blends could
flag some of them.
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APPENDIX
IMAGES OF AMBIGUOUS BLENDS
Fig. Set 6. Ambiguously Blended Images
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(a) D2015 J091618.93+29497.3 (b) D2015 J091623.84+294927.7 
(c) D2015 J091620.65+29495.9 (d) D2015 J091619.74+294857.3 
(e) D2015 J091610.65+294856.5 
(g) D2015 J091615.25+294850.4 
(f) D2015 J091603.65+295252.3 
Figure 6. Visually confirmed ambiguous blends in the Musket Ball Cluster Subaru/HST field (Dawson et al. 2013). For each blend, the
Subaru i-band image (left) is shown alongside the HST color image (right; b=F606W, g=F814W, r=F814W). Both images are logarithmi-
cally scaled. The ellipses show the observed object ellipticities (red = Subaru, green = HST). The images and green crosshair are centered
on the Subaru ambiguous blend object center. The Subaru pixel scale is 0.2 arcsec/pixel, and the HST pixel scale is 0.05 arcsec/pixel.
Panels (a)-(g) show blends selected from the complete sample (available in the electronic edition of the article) to highlight some of the
common “classes” of ambiguous blends. Panel (a) is an example of a case where two objects with small ellipticity have become ambiguously
blended in the Subaru image and produced a single detected object with large ellipticity (Subaru object FWHM: 1.6′′). Panel (b), while less
common, it is also possible to have two objects be ambiguously blended together to create a smaller ellipticity object observed in Subaru
(Subaru object FWHM: 1.0′′). Panel (c) is an example of two objects with similar brightness that are ambiguously blended (Subaru object
FWHM: 1.3′′). Panel (d), two objects need not have similar brightness to generate an ambiguous blend with significantly different ellipticity
properties compared to that of the brighter object. Even objects in the LSST Gold Sample (i < 25.3) can be significantly affected by
the fainter objects (25.3 < i < 28) in the survey (Subaru object FWHM: 1.2′′). Panel (e), approximately 25% of ambiguous blends are
composed of more than two objects (Subaru object FWHM: 1.8′′). Panel (f), is an example of two objects, likely at different redshifts
(given their different colors and magnitude), that are ambiguously blended (Subaru object FWHM: 1.4′′). Panel (g), may be a spiral galaxy
that has become fragmented during the reduction of the HST imaging, thus it may be an example an artificial ambiguous blend (Subaru
object FWHM: 1.2′′). [See the electronic edition of the article for all ambiguous blend panels, Figures 6.1–6.341 ]
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ELLIPTICITY OF A BLENDED PAIR AS A FUNCTION OF PAIR SEPARATION
For computational simplicity, we assume that there are two galaxies with multivariate Gaussian surface brightness
profiles with intensities (A1, A2), profiles defined by covariance matrices (Σ1,Σ2), centroids (µ1, µ2), and separation
θ = |µ2 − µ1| as illustrated in Figure 4, the 2D flux distribution for a pair of objects is modeled as,
F (x) ≡ A1 exp
(
−1
2
(x + µ)TΣ−11 (x + µ)
)
+ A2 exp
(
−1
2
(x− µ)TΣ−12 (x− µ)
)
, (B1)
where µ = θ/2.
The moments are defined as,
Qij ≡
∫ ∫
dx1 dx2 xixj F (x). (B2)
For just one Gaussian term,
Q ∼
∫ ∫
dx1 dx2 xixj exp
(
−1
2
(x− µ)Σ−1(x− µ)
)
=
∫ ∫
dy1 dy2 (yiyj + µiyj + µjyi + µiµj) exp
(
−1
2
yTΣ−1y
)
= 2pi |Σ| (Σij + µiµj) (B3)
Rearranging terms,
Qij = 2pi ((A1 |Σ1|+A2 |Σ2|)µiµj + (A1 |Σ1|Σ1,ij +A2 |Σ2|Σ2,ij))
≡Mµiµj + Cij . (B4)
The estimator for the ellipticity is defined from the moments,
|e|2 ≡ (Q11 −Q22)
2
+Q212
(Q11 +Q22)
2 . (B5)
Without loss of generality, orient the coordinate system so µ2 = 0. Then,
Q11 = Mµ
2
1 + C11, Q22 = C22, Q12 = C12. (B6)
The ellipticity estimator becomes,
|e|2 =
(
Mµ21 + (C11 − C22)
)2
+ C212
(Mµ21 + (C11 + C22)
2 . (B7)
If we further assume that the galaxy ellipticities are aligned with the x or y axis, then Σ12 = 0→ C12 = 0, giving,
|e| = Mµ
2
1 + (C11 − C22)
Mµ21 + (C11 + C22)
. (B8)
When µi 
√
Σii, |e| ∼ Mµ21/(C11 + C22). In the other limit µi 
√
Σii, |e| → 1. In combination with the linear θ
dependence of dPpair, Figure 5 will look similar when expressed as ellipticity magnitude, except with a cubic rather
than linear relation for small ellipticity.
Marginalizing over the full population of galaxy properties will smooth out this offset peak in the ellipticity distribu-
tion, however the general trend of an ellipticity distribution with larger variance for the ambiguous blended population
compared to the non-blended population will remain. This increased variance will translate to an increase in shear
noise, however it is important to note that according to our toy model this increased variance of the ambiguous blend
ellipticity distribution will not lead to an additive shear systematic error since the position angle of the blended pair
population will be uniformly distributed.
While we have assumed multivariate Gaussian surface brightness distributions in this derivation, the general finding
that the ellipticity of the pair of objects increases with their separation and asymptotically approaches 1 remains valid
for any set of reasonable galaxy surface brightness profiles (e.g., Se´rsic).
